Indian Monsoon Starts Poorly, But Will Improve
By Andrew Owen
Kansas City, June 15 (World Weather Inc.) – Monsoonal rainfall through the first
half of June has been well below average in most of the nation, but slow starts to the
monsoon season are not bad omens for the entire rainy season. Rainfall is expected to
remain below average for a little while longer, but a boost in precipitation is expected next
week that should last into the final days of this month. The moisture will be extremely
helpful in raising topsoil moisture for improved summer grain, oilseed, rice and cotton
planting which may not be advancing very swiftly in some areas because of the poor start
to the rainy season.
Rainfall during the week ending Monday was greatest along the west coast and in
the far eastern parts of the nation. Moisture totals ranged anywhere from 0.91 to 10.00
inches. Excessive rainfall was mostly confined to areas from northern Bangladesh into the
far Eastern States and in a few locations along the central west coast where more than 10.00
inches resulted. In contrast, most interior southern and central parts of the nation reported
less than 2.00 inches of moisture with many areas getting no more than 0.62 inch. One
location in northern Maharashtra near the Madhya Pradesh border reported 3.16 inches.
Most of the rainfall reported was not enough to counter evaporation leaving the ground too
dry for optimum germination and emergence conditions.

Bangladesh and the Eastern States, along with Kerala and coastal locations of
Karnataka and Maharashtra, have adequate to excessive topsoil moisture due to recent
rainfall. Many areas in western Maharashtra, western Madhya Pradesh and northeastern
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Andhra Pradesh also received enough rain to bring topsoil moisture to adequate or
marginally adequate levels. The remaining locations in India remain too dry to support
much planting and especially too dry for seed germination and plant emergence.
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Planting has already begun in portions of India despite the drier than usual start to
the month. The rain that has fallen has not been enough to eliminate moisture deficits and
there is still a huge need for greater rain. More widespread planting is expected later this
month once monsoonal precipitation intensifies and spreads to central and western India.
Until then, producers may wait for significant rainfall before putting a significant amount
of seed into the ground.
In the meantime, flooding may have impacted a few areas along the central west
coast and especially from northern and eastern Bangladesh into the Eastern States. None of
the heavy rain or resulting flooding was suspected of seriously harming agriculture.
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Monsoonal rain will gradually spread from southern into much of central and eastern
India this week. Many areas in central and northern Karnataka may not receive enough rain
to counter evaporation. Rainfall in most other locations will range from 0.75 to 5.00 inches
most often with local amounts of 7.00 inches or more from Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh
into Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, and neighboring areas. Soil moisture will slowly
increase for these locations, though additional rain will likely be needed to completely fix
the moisture deficits. Planting will likely advance swiftly around the periods of rain.
Establishment and development conditions will slowly improve as well.

Bangladesh and the Eastern States will remain in a wet weather bias this week. Rain
totals by next Monday morning will range from 5.00 to 10.00 inches with local amounts of
15.00 inches or more expected. Severe flooding will be possible with some damage to rice
and other crops likely. Recently planted crops may need to be reseeded as well.
Interior western and northern India will generally be drier biased in this coming
week. Light rain will still be scattered across these areas infrequently with some of the most
widespread rain this weekend. Portions of Punjab and neighboring areas will receive 0.75 to
2.00 inches of rain by next Wednesday morning. The remaining locations will not receive
enough rain to counter evaporation or impact long-term soil conditions. Some planting may
occur immediately after precipitation falls and additional rain in the June 23-29 period will
be sufficient to bolster soil moisture for additional planting and improved establishment.
World Weather, Inc. forecasts and comments pertaining to present, past and future weather conditions included in
this report constitute the corporation's judgment as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice.
Comments regarding damage or the impact of weather on agricultural and energy as well as comments made
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regarding the impact of weather on the commodity and financial markets are the explicit opinions of World
Weather, Inc. World Weather, Inc. can not be held responsible for decisions made by users of the Corporation's
information in any business, trade or investment decision.
©2022 World Weather, Inc. Any unauthorized redistribution, duplication or disclosure is prohibited by law and will
result in prosecution.
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